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Poem Text Features
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Roses are red, violets are blue.

Your toddler will love to read poems with you.

Poems are great for early literacy skills. These short snippets of text support phonemic

awareness, phonics, and comprehension. 

The main appeal of poems for this age group is the manageable length. Multiple pages

in picture books are a big step for young readers and poems serve as a bridge to longer

works. It’s not hard to find poems that your child enjoys. From one stanza to the next

your child can find humor, creative creatures, and memorable characters. Poems are

used to teach concepts like the days of the week. Kids Academy provides research-

based materials to help your child identify poems.
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Phonemic Awareness
Many parents and teachers have found great success using poems to teach phonemic

awareness. Phonemic awareness is an umbrella under which your child is recognizing

and manipulating sounds. Phonics connects these sounds to printed letters. Poems

often feature rhyming words and a predictable rhythm. Identifying rhyme is an essential

function in learning how to decode words.
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Activities like Rhyming Words in Poems from Kids Academy can be used to reinforce

rhymes. This is another opportunity to build print awareness as your child is writing a

check under specific words. If you notice your child predicting and calling out the

rhyming word before you read it, you’ve made a breakthrough.

Guessing the rhyming word introduces the concept that the reader can interact with the

text based on background knowledge. Comprehension focuses on making meaning of

what we read. Preemptively guessing the rhyming word shows that your scholar is

searching for words that fit with the context of the poem as well as the rhyme scheme.
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Kids Academy’s Finish the Rhyming Poem worksheet promotes using context and

phonemic awareness.

Literacy Building Blocks
Incorporate decodable poems into your child’s daily reading routine. You can find books

that are designed to teach phonics skills with poetry in a structured and systematic

manner. For example, you may find a book of poems designed to teach words that

feature the consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC spelling patterns.
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Read the poems and encourage your child to highlight or point to words with the spelling

pattern that you’re focusing on. Poems are perfect for practicing sight words as well.

Practice writing sight words with poems where your child fills a sight word in the blanks.

For example, the poem below can be used to teach the sight words “I”, “like”, and “to”.

I like to read books.

I like to read poems.

I like to read sight words.

I like to read everything.

Fluency 
The rhythmic flow of poems makes them ideal to use to practice reading fluency. Read a

poem at the beginning of the week and have your child read it to you each day. At the end

of the week, your child should read more accurately at an increased rate of speed.

Additionally, the text should be read with prosody or expression as they become more

familiar with the poem. 

The Bottom Line
Developing readers benefit greatly from access to a wide range of genres and topics.

Their interactions with poems will change as they develop from children learning to read

to scholars who read to learn. Visit your local library or use online resources like those

provided by Kids Academy to reinforce early reading skills.
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